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 > Green laser Pointer 30mw

Green laser Pointer 30mw

Product Name: Green laser Pointer 30mw

Manufacturer: -

Model Number: PGIFTSO492

         The laser is great for use in astronomy, laser shows,      and general hobbyists. At
night, it creates a solid green line in the sky as      far as the eye can see.             Okay,
just about everyone has a red laser pointer.  But, we're      pretty sure you want to be a
superior geek - and doing it with a green laser      is the way to go.      This pointer is
significantly brighter (about 50 times) than a red laser      pointer and because of its
unusual color it is much more noticeable. I mean      come on, a 532 nm green laser
wavelength is obviously superior to a      laughable 650 nm red laser wavelength. And
unlike a red laser, the green      beam itself can be seen in mid-air in dark conditions,
not just the laser      beam dot. This allows the green laser pointer to be used for
pointing to      star constellations (skypointing) and also just generally look cool as hell. 
    The green laser beam dot can be seen at much greater distances than with a      red
laser pointer.      Green Laser Pionter 50mw     Features:          * This laser pointer is
significantly brighter (about 50 times) than a red      laser pointer, utilizing the very        
latest technology in green laser.     * The brightness and green color comes from a
wavelength of 532 nm,         it makes more noticeable than other laser colors.     *
Output Power &lt;50mw (class IIIb)     * Wavelength: 532nm     * Operation Current:
&lt;250ma     * Beam Diameter: 1.5mm     * Beam Divergence: 1.5m/Rad     * Operation
Lifetime: 3000 - 5000hours     * Power output: 2 x AAA     * Weight: 200g      * Distance
range : 5000m     Legal and      Safety Disclaimer:          Laser pointers are Legal for
General use providing they conform to &lt;5mw.      Powerful laser pointers can be very
dangerous to eyes. We are in no way      responsible for the actions of a purchaser and
to which use they put our      products , we cannot be held liable for the "Potential
Misuse" or "Misuse"      (such as point a laser at any aircraft) of any product sold by us.
Laser      pointers are legitimate Business and research tools ... not Toys. We always    
 and firmly support the local law for importing dangerous products. The      purchaser
should support laser safety and laws against the malicious misuse      of lasers.      

Price: R1,018.80

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Friday 01 February, 2008
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